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The rise of corpus linguistics	

Ngram Viewer 



Phonetics, phonology and corpus 
linguistics	



I have a sound file to be transcribed. 
How do I transcribe? 

x 21 million 



How about this very long sound file? 
à Need for forced alignment 



FAVE alignment	

n  An Online Interface to the Penn Forced 
Aligner !

n  http://fave.ling.upenn.edu/FAAValign.html!
n  An example file needed to be aligned!





Pronunciation 
Dictionary!

http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict	








http://fave.ling.upenn.edu/downloads/Convert_To_FAVE-
align_Input.praat	

###############################################################	

# This Praat script exports orthographic transcriptions in Praat                          	

## to a format suitable as input to the FAVE-align forced aligner                      	

## (http://fave.ling.upenn.edu/FAAValign.html).                                                	

## The transcription will be converted to a 5-column tab-delimited .txt file     	

## as outlined in the instructions on the FAVE web site.                                    	

##                                                                                                                         	

## To run this program, select the TextGrid containing the transcriptions,         	

## open this script, and select "Run" > "Run".                                                    	

##                                                                                                                        	

## This script was written by Ingrid Rosenfelder, 	

## last modified October 31, 2011  
############################################################### ##	



## get TextGrid name  
info$ = Info  
filename$ = extractLine$(info$, "Object name: ")  
outfile$ = filename$ + ".txt"  
## ask the user before overwriting exiting file  
if fileReadable(outfile$)  
    pause 'filename$'.txt already exists. Overwrite?        
    deleteFile(outfile$)  
endif  
## extract transcription info and write to file  
n_tiers = Get number of tiers  
for tier from 1 to n_tiers  
    tiername$ = Get tier name... 'tier'  
    n_intervals = Get number of intervals... 'tier'  
    for interval from 1 to 'n_intervals‘ 
        start = Get start point... 'tier' 'interval'  
        end = Get end point... 'tier' 'interval'  
        label$ = Get label of interval... 'tier' 'interval'  
        if label$ <> ""  
           fileappend'outfile$''tiername$''tab$''tiername$''tab$' 
            ...'start''tab$''end‘'tab$''label$''newline$'  
         endif  
     endfor  
endfor  
echo Written transcription in FAVE-align input format to file 'outfile$'. 	



Can I use the FAVE Aligner for 
Korean?!



Korean Phonetic Aligner	

http://korean.utsc.utoronto.ca/kpa/	

	






Content	


Save as .txt and utf-8	




Result of Korean Phonetic Aligner	



Romanization convention!



Wow, it’s great! Can I use the forced 
alignment for any types of sound files?!



Challenges for alignments 

•  Transcription errors 
•  Long untranscribed portions 
•  Some transcribed regions with no audio (lost in 

copying) 
•  Broadcast recordings may include untranscribed 

commercials 
•  Transcripts generally edit out dysfluencies 



Challenges for alignments 

•  Overlapping speakers 
•  Background noise/music/babble 
•  Variable signal loudness 
•  Reverberation 
•  Distortion 
•  Poor speaker vocal health/voice quality 
•  Unexpected accents: need multidialect 

pronouncing dictionary 



THERE ARE GEEKY WAYS!	

I have 1000 files to process. Is there 
a way to process the multiple files 
much easily?	



Then, you need a Linux-like 
environment!

n  ./align.py filename.wav filename.lab 
filename.TextGrid!



What do I need for the Linux-like 
environment?!

n  Windows!
n  Cygwin!
n  HTK!

n  Mac OS X!
n  XCode!
n  HTK!



On Windows: cygwin!
n  Cygwin (pronounced as SIG-win) = GNU + Cygnus 

+ Windows. !
n  The mother site for Cygwin is www.cygwin.com.!
n  According to the developers, "Cygwin is a Open-

source Linux-like environment for Windows. !
n  It consists of two parts:!

n  A DLL (cygwin1.dll) which acts as a Linux API 
emulation layer providing substantial Linux API 
functionality.!

n  A collection of tools which provide Linux look 
and feel."!



YouTube Clip for installing 
Cygwin on Window 8!
•  http://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=hh-V6el8Oxk!
!

Cygwin설치하기 1편 및 2편	


http://detectiveboy.tistory.com/22	

	

http://detectiveboy.tistory.com/23	




On Mac OS X: terminal!

Lauchpad > Other	




Mac OS X: Install Xcode!

Freely Available from App Store	




HTK (HMM Toolkit)!



HTK Toolkit!
n  You'll need to register (free) with HTK to 

download it. !
n  Visit 

http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/register.shtml"
 to register, and they will e-mail you a 
password.!

n  After that, visit 
http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/download.shtml , 
and download the HTK source code 
appropriate for your operating system.!



If you have the following problem,"
see the next page.	



Fixing the HTK Source!
n  In the htk directory, navigate to htk/HTKLib, 

and open the file HRec.c in a plain text editor. 
Find the line 1650 which reads!

!
if (dur<=0 && labid != splabid) HError(8522,"LatFromPaths: 
Align have dur<=0 ");!

!
n  labid in this line should be changed to labpr. 

It should look like this:!
!
if (dur<=0 && labpr != splabid) 
HError(8522,"LatFromPaths: Align have dur<=0 ");!



Now I have an HTK installed, how 
can I process multiple files?!

n  Scripting in Bash shell ! data/s01_01.wav	

data/s01_02.wav	

…	

data/s01_99.wav	

data/s02_01.wav	

data/s02_02.wav	

…	

data/s02_99.wav	

…	

data/s10_99.wav	


imagine you have 
the data in the 
following structure:!



example: run.sh!
#!/bin/sh	
	
	
for SID in 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9	
do	
    for CID in 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9	
        do	

	    if [ -e data/s${SID}_${CID}.wav ]; then	
               echo 'Alignining the speech file of ' s$
{SID}_${CID}.wav	
              ./align.py data/s${SID}_${CID}.wav data/s$
{SID}_${CID}.lab data/s${SID}_${CID}.TextGrid	

	fi	
           done	
    done	
~	



I want to check the aligned 
data!

n  check_alignment.praat!



check_alignment.praat!
form Configuration for Check_alignment	
    sentence Snddir ./test/	
    sentence Tgdir ./test/	
    sentence Sound .wav	
endform	
clearinfo	
Create Strings as file list... filelist 'snddir$'*'sound$'	
num_files = Get number of strings	
	
for j from 1 to num_files	
    select Strings filelist	
    fname$ = Get string... 'j'	
    basename$ = fname$-sound$	
    wavname$ = basename$+"sound$"	
    tgname$ = basename$ + ".TextGrid”	
    printline We will label 'fname$’	
    if fileReadable("'tgdir$''tgname$'")	
        printline 'tgname$' exists!	
        Read from file... 'snddir$''fname$'	
        Read from file... 'tgdir$''tgname$’	
        btime = Get start time	
        etime = Get end time	
        select Sound 'basename$'	
        plus TextGrid 'basename$’	
        View & Edit	
                editor TextGrid 'basename$'	
                        pause Click to play 'basename$'	
                        Play... btime etime	
                        pause Click to close 'basename$’	
                        Close	
                endeditor	
    else	
         printline 'tgname$' does not exists!      	
    endif	
endfor	
select Strings filelist	
Remove	
	
	


